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A REVOLUTIONARY IMPACT AWARENESS SOLUTION

FITPlatform



“Everything we do, we do because we 
believe in making sports safer without 
altering the sports themselves”
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THE FOUNDERS
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Co-founders, Bob and Anthony, are both black belts in 
Brazilian Jiu Jitsu. They have developed the FIT Brand to be 
For Athletes, By Athletes. They live and breathe health, 
exercise, and FIT. You’re more likely to find them on the 
mats than the boardroom. 
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THE FITGUARD
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The best solution for identifying and quantifying impacts in real-time. 

Advanced notification system

Custom made for optimal comfort

Perfect for any athlete
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THE FITAPP
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Empowers users to customize preferences, impact threshold 
settings, and impact notifications

Return to Play Decisions
Impact details are sent wirelessly to the FITApp, 
where they can be viewed to aid in more informed 
return-to-play decisions

Track History
The FITApp tracks a user’s head health history, offers a 
means for recording baseline head health symptoms, 
and even throws in a bit of off-the-field competition 
rewarded with FITCoin

Easy to Use
The FITApp is an easy to use, portable, and 
powerful tool for monitoring head health
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THE FITCLOUD
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Syncs with the FITApp, allowing users to safely store and access their data from a 
computer

Share Data
Data stored in the FITCloud can be shared with 
heathcare providers, coaches, and athletic 
trainers at the click of a button

Comprehensive Record
A comprehensive impact record may improve 
understanding of the effect that multiple 
impacts have had on head health

Improved Assessment
Prompt detection of impacts can facilitate improved post-
impact assessment prior to returning to play
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Validation Efforts
Lab and field testing is ongoing and our users support studies 
that will help determine the risk of brain injury with every impact 
an athlete experiences.

Impact Characteristics
The FITPlatform attempts to provide sideline staff with as much 
meaningful impact exposure data as possible. The FITGuard 
measures linear acceleration and angular velocity. The FITApp 
then displays the peak acceleration, approximating the direction 
of the impact.

Sensor Placement
The FITPlatform measures and displays what is felt by the 
sensors inside the FITGuard. By housing our sensors inside a 
mouthguard, as opposed to external to the body, we are 
attempting to achieve a high correlation to the center of gravity 
(CG) of the brain.

THE SCIENCE
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THE TECH
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Sensors
Accelerometers (Linear Acceleration)

Gyroscope (Angular Velocity)

Magnetometer (Impact Direction)

Componentry  
Bluetooth Low Energy (Data transmission)

LED (External notification - visual)

Piezo Alert (Internal notification – sound)

Battery Life: >5 hours
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CONTACT US

Email: Founders@FITGuard.me

Website: FITGuard.me

Social: @FITForceImpact
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http://www.fitguard.me/




What we do NOT do…

The FITPlatform is NOT a diagnostic tool and DOES NOT diagnose concussions.

A green LED indication DOES NOT confirm that the athlete is fine or did not 
suffer a concussion.

A red indication DOES NOT confirm that the athlete suffered a concussion
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